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This book may be the Black woman's guide to maintaining healthy hair. Become familiar with
how exactly to completely eliminate poor hair times. You will refer to this book over and over
because it is filled with information. This publication is definitely your total reference for:
Chemical Hair Relaxing, Hair Coloring, Hair Weaves and Extensions, Hair Cutting, Shampooing
and Conditioning and much more.
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Very Informative Very informative. This is also an excellent book to purchase to check your locks
maintenace routine. The writer includes valuable information of what elements to consider in
shampoo and conditioner, and ideas for maintaining hair. For those who have no clue with
regards to their hair this might be considered a good purchase. I recommend this book as a
reference for dark women who seriously want HEALTHY hair. This was a bit contradictory since
that is among the things the writer warned against. Helpful suggestions This book was a helpful
guide to haircare. I'll never stop reading it and can forever keep it on my reference bookshelf. But
I not merely want beautiful hair.. Mrs.. I actually was sincerely disappointed in Ms. Moss' book. IT
REALLY IS WELL WRITTEN AND VERY EASY TO UNDERSTAND. Wrong! Moss at Salon 2001. [.
Not Good Enough I purchased this book following the birth of my second child to keep carefully
the hair We grew within my pregnancy. I hope you'll continue your research and write even more
on all types of hair.] Many everything she said can be common sense. But if you want more try
Cathy's reserve. But i do prefer to be educated when i contract someone else to do these things
for me, cause lets encounter it because someone includes a licence will not mean they are able
to or will do an excellent job, and everyone useful has had a bad beauty shop experences and
thats because we didn't know the fact in what to consider or the right queries to ask... Moss
offers were able to go beyond the most common rote lists of products available, types of locks,
and style options. there are other better books in the marketplace that will provide you with the
same info plus even more. There are a great number of pictures of the author posing in a variety
of styles [. air-drying then curling, eliminating proteins in moisturizer, deep conditioning and
moisturizing often often..] Don't waste your cash. And I thought I knew it all!! This book was full
of great tips on how to help to keep my hair in tip good shape. Unfortunately, I was right. The
author's suggestion on what to look for in items that you get at the wonder store was very useful
because I generally just buy whatever looks great.. Black Hair Bible I read this books years back,
but had to read it once again and it changed my locks life and program completely! Love this
book Only good as a first book for true novices I was a little disappointed with this publication. It
didn't give any brand-new information from other books out there. Also, since I've purchased this
book (nearly 3 years ago) I have go through Cathy Howse Ultra Dark Hair Growth system,
reccomendations and products. Also, although models did seem to be actual customers (or
workers, such as the author's daughter, who's on the cover shot) they all seemed to have over-
processed hair (super straight)!!! Moss tell you what to do with your locks, but she explains
why.We don't want to knock the writer an excessive amount of, because she does seem to be
sincere on the subject of her profession. In this publication, she dares to tell what actually works!
This is actually the third or 4th book I've examine and I put off buying it because I feared it could
only contain the usual basic stuff that doesn't actually address issues black ladies usually have
with growth and thickness. I have been doing my own locks since I was a wee baby and I just
thought I had everything down pat. Stepping in to the New Millennium This is actually the
definitive book of Black hair look after this millennium... But, as my name suggest, this
publication is helpful just if you are just beginning to find out about hair care. In a market where
specific items and entire lines emerge and exit as often as the seasons switch, Mrs. Moss offers
wisely chosen not to mention products by name. Instead, she equips the reader whith the
chemical understanding needed to select the appropriate product from an endless parade. A
noteworthy feature of the book may be the way the info builds on the data we curently have
about our locks, rather of inrouducing a complete new paradigm. I've acquired the privilage of
receiving solutions from Mrs. Also, the chapters focused on specific style options walk the
reader from the design pre-requisites all the way to post-salon maintenance. This is simply not



even close. I am happy to record that she place every applicable rule stated in the publication
into actions when she weaved my hair. I recommend this publication to everyone, and especially
those that find their standard regimen isn't working. A must have!! Not only does Ms. There's a
lot of valuable info in this book. I wish this reserve was around years ago - only if I'd known after
that what I know now. As we know, the cultural scene adjustments almost yearly and fresh
discoveries are abound.. My hair will be in better condition. After a calendar year of looking for a
stylist, I finally discovered Ms. Cheryl and I couldn't be happier. You bring back hair care
conditions that I've forgotten over the years. Plus, she tells it like it can be. On my first
appointment she studied my hair, told me all the things that I'd been doing wrong and then told
me that "we" were likely to interact to get my locks healthy. Then she explained that the first
thing I needed to do was to "throw out my sizzling hot curlers." I nearly fell out of my chair. I
didn't know very well what I was going to do without them, but I trusted her and she hasn't let me
down. I anticipate every appt. and I'm already getting compliments about my new do :) As well as
I bought the publication for my cousin a "kitchen-trician" and she loved it and shared it with her
girl. It's a wonderful book. Easy to prepared with plenty of pictures. It's certainly an absolute
must have!!. I LEARNED A WHOLE LOT ABOUT MY HAIR. It was way too general. Given the
various other reviews and the write up I thought that is it. MRS MOSS REDUCES THE
STRUCTURE OF Locks AND TEACHES YOU WHAT TO DO TO CREATE YOUR HAIR HEALTHY.
Wonderful Hair Advice 13 May 2005 Cheryl, I am really enjoying Healthy Hair Care Tips for
Today's Black Woman. It's an excellent feeling to know that my locks is in good hands. The
myths about washing your hair every two weeks and "greasing your hair" would have to be place
to rest. I nearly got caught-up in the "Hair Product Junkie" situation when my hair begun to fall
out in my early 40s. People need to understand that these ads are hypes perpetrated on
desperate females by corporations (who most likely have all of their hair). There are therefore
many problems in your book that would have to be written. SMALL, SKINNY Quantity without
much to state... Continue keeping on, Cheryl. Forever your hair fan. minnie e miller Author
EXCELLENT BOOK This book is quite well crafted. Every Black woman can purchase this book! I
am doing what the writer suggests to keep my hair healthy for about three months and also have
gotten good outcomes. It's very readable and understand.. I'LL USE IT OVER AND OVER. I need
product reccomendations that are specific. The weird matter I keep finding is normally that I've
gotten more practical details from books written by "nonprofessionals" such as for example
"Ultra Hair Growth" by Cathy Howse (or Howe) or. I also need healthier, longer, developing hair
and this had not been enough information.. FANTASTIC BOOK I REALLY LIKE THIS BOOK. That is
a great reference publication to have readily available.). Don't get me wrong as there is normally
some useful info. such as reduce warmth on the locks which is great and you will get good
results so far as your hair looking good.. They have produced much better results ( esp.Right
now, I am not really wasting my money trying every product that comes out. Healthy hair "tips" is
an fitting title. No real technique tips or item specific guidelines were provided. Thanks for the
tips This book was geat it was just what i thought it might be, i did not need a book to tell me
how exactly to relax my very own hair or how to color my hair and lord knows i don't wish to know
how to cut my very own hair. Although in case you are presently sporting a relaxer this book may
give you even more insight as to why you have complications but trust me. Because of Cheryl
Moss and her forsight to wright this reserve no-one has to ever move throught another bad
beauty shop experence. Thanks a lot again Ms. Moss for the ideas.
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